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We are keen to support you in your audit ing needs, complete the audit interests 
form to be matched to an audit in your preferred area. Just scan the code!!! 

 

QR Code for 

Audit Matching 

1 – Ensure people know how to engage with audit, 
our awareness poster below…

Scan the QR Code to test we are live!
2 – That takes you to our online interest 
form, you can sign up to an audit or Quality 
Improvement Project (QIP) before you start 
working with us……

4 – We then have a step by step audit tool to 
support both audit & QI understanding & 
design. With a breakdown of each step to 
show ‘relay handover points’. This minimises 
any lost audits /QIPs & gives accreditation for 
the work, even if only part of the cycle has 
been completed. This increases the amount of 
useful work completed overall, even if it is in 
more of a ‘bite sized chucks’ approach….

3 – Like a dating app, we then match you to 
your perfect audit/QIP from our database. This 
rolling programme is set by our audit leads, 
benefiting the Trust, audit leads & auditors…..

5 – Audit & QIP Mentors provide support throughout all stages from audit design to re-
audit. This Trust Mentoring Scheme allows a formal recognition & certification of more 
experienced Audit & QIP practitioners, highlighting them as potential audit leads of the 
future, while supporting the Trust and current audit leads…..

6 – Once audits have been handed over, completed & 
reported or QIP suggestions made, the rolling audit & 
QIP database will be updated. With the complete audit-
QIP-re-audit cycle being tracked & work shared. This 
method of breaking the cycle down ensures minimal 
lost work due to workload or rotating staff…….

7 – If handing over at any stage in the cycle the 
audit/QI interests form & matching system can then 
be used again to match new auditors to ensure we 
continue the cycle to completion, ensuring all stages 
of all planned audits & improvements are tracked, 
completed, handed over where needed, with minimal 
wasted time and resources.

It allows for a fully interactive, accessible to all, equal 
opportunities auditing & QIP system across our Trust 
Hospitals. With increased assurance that auditing & 
QIP time will be maximised as there will be minimal 
‘lost’ audit & QI P projects due to partial completion.

It also allows a much more strategic approach to high 
impact & Trust priority audits , benefiting  the Audit 
Leads by adding in an additional level of support 
through experienced Mentors, allowing the whole 
process to be much more strategic.

Introduction: We have introduced a new proactive engagement initiative to our whole 
auditing/QIP system, which is now being rolled out across all the newly merged Trust sites. 
This system raises awareness of our clinical audit, engaging all staff, in particular staff that 

rotating through different Trusts; medical students, student nurses & junior doctors by 
ensuring our online system is easily accessible as soon they know they will be joining our 
Trust. We will take you step by step (1-7) through a cycle of our audit engagement , that 

delivers supportive auditing opportunities  to all staff. Aim: To improve the way we 
proactively manage audit/QI within the 
Trust. We aim to proactively engaging 
even the most inexperienced member 

of our teams in a supportive way ,whilst 
also developing our auditing leads of 

the future.

Dream Big - Fall in Love with Clinical Audit
Dr Samantha Mills @drsammills

Method: Follow the Audit Cycle 
Steps 1-7
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Results:
• 100% of Audits via the Audit Interests form & match service 

have successfully completed a full, high quality Audit cycle. 
• Online matching has allowed us to proactively advertise to 

incoming student nurses, medical students & junior doctors, 
increasing their involvement & allowing audits & QIPs to be 
agreed, prior to them even setting foot in the Trust. 

• Therefore reducing audit lead burden, with minimal effect on 
audit teams as they have a rolling audit & QIP database agreed 
year on year by the Trust & leads, with an estimated 80% of all 
audits to be processed via the matching route in future.

Conclusions:
Our Trust has a robust rolling audit & QIP plan year on year. Auditing resources are 
matched to Trust needs via an interactive tool, which also ensures people can audit in an 
area they are passionate about meaning they are more likely to complete a full audit/QIP. 
Partial audits are no longer seen as ‘failures’, rather rewarded with accreditation as long as 
clear relay points of handover have been reached, minimising waist/duplications. Clear 
oversight & control of audits/QIP across the Trust has been established with a clear 
development plan for our Audit leads of the future with our Mentoring Programme, while 
also supporting our newest auditing colleagues of all levels.


